EPIGRAPHICALNOTES
1.

The Treaty with Philip, I.G., P2,53.

In 1918 Bauer publisheda fifth-century fragment found in the Asklepieion (Klio,
XV, 1918, p. 193; see Fig. 1), and identified it as part of a treaty between Athens
and Philip (433/2 B.C.), which is mentioned in Thucydides (I, 57, 3). The identification and date of the document depend on the name 4iAXr7ros,part of which occurs
in line 4. For a short time Philip played an important role in Macedonian history,
largely because he was used by Athens
as a counter-weight to the prestige of
Perdikkas. Since by the year 429/8
he had fallen out of power, a date
ante quem is established for the text.
Using this historical background and
depending justly on the opinion that
the letter forms of the fragment belonged to the well-developed style of
the 430's, Bauer made a text of the
piece, which remained unchanged in
the second publication in the Editio
Minor (I.G., 2, 53). Further examination of this document has convinced
me that more can be done in establishing the text. A close parallel to the
substance and phraseology of this
fragment can be found in another inscription from the year 424/3. For
in lines 7 and 8 of Bauer's
example,
Fig. 1. I.G., 12 53
piece are the words [] ew-radp,e hThese words are part of a formula
9
-Oat
PuET-.
in
line
and
Xo'
again
andmg A,[o-Ocuat];
which is used in the treaty between Athens and Halieis (I.G., P2, 87; new text by
Meritt and Davidson, A.J.P., LVI, 1935, pp. 65-71). Compare the following passage from lines 7-9 of I.G., I2, 87 (quoting the text of Meritt and Davidson):
uE hunroexoErOat poE8'a]iv'[os XA]
oi' [o-]
A-- [Eura4
Oat /uE8EX- [vo-irparEVEcrOat
,Lera rov iroX] E/uov E'' ['AOE]

vatos-

"They are not to harbor pirates nor themselves engage in plundering nor yet
campaign on the side of the enemies against the Athenians." The letters [X]oE&-rTas
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h- are clearly to be restored [X]ELOTcLs h[v7oUXEO-Oat]. I would restore lines
u'
7-10 of our fragment thus:
[Kat
EtO]7-a' puE h[ vIo&XE]
a-at UE8]
[a-at UE8E'aV]ros,)XEL4E[

ps

[- iov '7TOX]
at JET[d
[Iurir-TparEvEO(]O
[EMitOV

7-0V

(DtViT7To]

UE8' [ ET't

OiAL]

['7T'7ov UEo E7Tl 7os Xo-vraxoo].

This new text has a length of twenty-five letters a line, on the basis of which
lines 2-3 may be restored as follows:
(DAiV7]
Ta8 ouvv']vat 'AOE[vaios'0 -] .1

[Xa-v,u,aXta'AO] Evatiov
[7TOv

[ Kait

The letters -EyYEv are clearly part of the phrase E7riTEy yEv, and belong to the
formula pertaining to the defense measures of the alliance. For this passage I
suggest:
--Eav]
ET
7TlS lElt EDT

tA77To, E'C07

Ey YEV

[o Kac 7ToXEoX4L]
?os 'AEva6c[iols

[ots Xa-v/rLa ] xot

L
Kac

?----?

Above the N of line 2 is an omicron, obviously part of the heading [eE]o[t],
which can be disposed symmetrically with its letters over the first, ninth, seventeenth,
and twenty-fifth letters in the stoichedon text of the lines below, as follows:
433/2

YTOIX.

B.C.

[e

E]

25

,o[i]

Xut]
[xo-vru,uaxia 'AO]EVaiOV[Kait (D)t
Ta8E o,uvv] vat 'AOE[vao0s9
Eav]
[iTro

E

4

.

TlS5'lelait
X] ]la
EUtTv athl
[vk h
'7ToxE]
[. . .5. . Kai
eAVOee

.

aV]ro0s,XEt4E[crflat
[-Oat fILE8E
UE8']
E[E7torpaiEvEo ]Oat/LET[' rov '7TOX]

10

[E/UOV 70O/tV
(Mit7To]

/E8'

To
[7ITTov UEg ErITL
X-v7aXo

2.

[ETl

itX]
- -]

A Duplication of Texts.

In 1853 Pittakys published the following small fragment ('E0. 'ApX., no. 2014),
stating that he had found it north of the Parthenon on June 2, 1845.
1

Cf. I.G.,

J2,

19; I.G.,

JJ2,

14, 16, and 36.
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This piece was subsequently published again by Rangabe in 1855 (Antiquites
Helletiques, II, no. 594) with one minor variation in the text, and it was also copied
by Velsen in his notebooks, again with some changes in marginal letters. It is now
published twice in the Editio Illinor as I.G., JJ2, 883 (from Velsen's notes) and as
I.G., JJ2, 43, lines 93-96 (37817 B.c.). In actuality it joins I.G., 112 43, and yields
the following text:
7-Th

Obto,iE'va

P()cPv
roCs

3.
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copo]o-Xapo

EKOP-TEI

EV9

4

Kat

&4&)y6t

TTjv 0rV/a

?---]

[Xtav-----I

E/n? bt 6[0uvow?EO]
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A Decree of the Year of Euboulos, 345/4 B.C.

In his commentary on I.G., JJ2, 219 Kirchner remarks that the phrase A'goeEv
v-&m
&7Gt), which he has restored in lines 5-6, occupies an unusual position; and so it
does, appearing between the designations of the secretary and of the chairman of the
proedroi; but the parallel he adduces in I.G., 112, 215 is not close, since in that example
the whole phrase rwV 7rpoESpav KTA. is omitted. The ultimate reason for the present

queer position of E'8oeEvr5t 8tco t in I.G., 112, 219 is the faulty restoration of line 6 as
I append the following restoration to show the proper posir[wtv] rp[oE'8pa) ---].
tion and character of the text (see Fig. 2):
345/4 B.C.
0

ETOIX.

~~
~~[E

0

A

E

/
[a.
['E],7T Evv80A[ov a'pXovTos9 ElTt T-s
[y8 ]o7/s qrp [v-TcraVEag - ....
(EvoS...1

5

[j..]

O'lo [v

e
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Here the phrase
1w

5

o]

..]

- c' v
E1rE41TE]
7TpOEfJp&fv

[tf]EV AtO[ ..............9.-..
[r7qt 83]ovX[q't Katl cot N
[..

]

...8olg

EKT7/l Kait 8EKac7]

E-ypa/iZaTEvE'*

rrS] 7Tp[vTaVEiag

32

8OeEV]
o

............12

,

EtITV-]

.]Ea[--.]&T[?I

E'8o0EV

7rpoE'8pcov ( 'ETEct4Ev

-r3

and

/3ovX & Kac r-t 8 'ast falls into a proper place between
ElTEV. The decree was passed on the sixteenth

o &tva
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day of the eighth prytany. Perhaps the name in line 2 is 'EXa[tocrkov], for there
is space enough to inscribe the name symmetrically above the text proper.'

Fig. 2. I.G.,JJ2 219
4.

An Honorary Decree, 322/1

B.C.

Koehler published in I.G., II, 146, a small fragment, which he called Pentelic,2
that has been republished several times, including the edition in I.G., IJ2, 289. The
stone must be attributed to I.G., II2 372 of the year 322/1 B.C., which is described
as " marmoris Hymettii." Weather and environment, as every archaeologist knows,
work wonders with the surfaces of marble, and fragments which join often possess
IC2
289 has a brighter aspect than I.G.,
totally different colors. In this case I.G.,
1 In 346/5 B.C. (cf. I.G., 1I2, 1443, lines 93-95) the Elaiousians honored Athens with a crown.
Their good-will was further rewarded by Athens in 341/0, when the Demos granted Elaious terms
comparable to those given to the Chersonesitai (I.G., JJ2, 228). For their loyalty cf. Hesperia,
VIII, 1939, no. 4; Demosthenes, XXIII, 158.
2 Published also by Rangabe, Antiquite's Hellemniques,
no. 544, and Pittakys, 'Eg. 'ApX., 1853,
no. 1984.
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372, as the photographs reveal (Figs. 3 and 4), but in every other respect the
workmanship and style are identical. I have consequently reconstructed the
following text:
JJ2,

~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
.
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.

.. ... .

Fig.~3. No. 4, Fragment a
,,
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a

Fig. 4. No. 4, Fragment b

o

(I.G.

372)

JJ2

322/1 B.c.
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For the restorations in lines 5-6 and the calendar character of the year, see
Dinsmoor, Archons of Athens, pp. 373-374.
The restoration in line 15 is one letter short of the space available on the stone.
In line 16 the name 'Apta-ro0bc
v 'Apto-,ro0abvo3
'A4zmv'E1 can no longer be restored,
for by the year 330 B.C. he had already died at an advanced age (Demosthenes,
XVIII, 162; Aeschines, I, 158; schol. ad Aesch., I, 64). The restoration [ E1T&8
in line 10 was made by Leonardos, 'ApX.AEX-r.,1916, p. 216 (= AdA]VKO[---]
denda to I.G., I2, 372, p. 660).

5.

The Gorgoneion of Athena Parthenos.

Through the preservation of numerous fragments of the records of the
Treasurers of Athena we are informed at various periods of the fourth century about
the condition of the Athena Parthenos. The anxiety and strict watch over the
statue is attributable to the forty-four talents of gold, which naturally attracted the
eyes of thieves, whom even Athena does not seem to have deterred from filching part
of her costly accoutrements. In fact, it is known that a certain Phileas dared steal the
Gorgoneion.1 It was the duty of the Tamiai to examine the statue carefully, comparing the state of its various parts with the specifications inscribed on a bronze
stele, and to present their report in this form:
[Ev r] 6t 'EKaTov1PTE'8Wt7O a7yaXAta 7TapEXa/3O4LEV EVTEXEAsKa

[rT]7)v

acto-it8a Ka-ra-r77)v
UrT)X))v -r v XaXK'V.

In the years 32110 and 317/6 it was still intact,3and remained so until it was stripped
of its gold plates by Lachares in the early years of the third century.4
Aside from the references to it in the treasure-records and the literary allusions,
there is further evidence about the statue in a fragmentary decree of 304/3 B.C. (I.G.,
1

See Dinsmoor, A.J.A., XXXVIII, 1934, p. 96.
See I.G., II2, 1443, col. I, lines 10-11.
3I.G., II2, 1468, lines 6-7; 1477, lines 9-13.
4Cf. Roussel, Hist. Grec., IV, p. 353; Hunt, Ox. Pap., XVII, no. 2082, frag. 4; Ferguson,
Cl. Phil., XXIV, 1929, pp. 1 ff.; Treasutrers,p. 126.
2
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482, lines 10-11), for the collocation of the words ayaXAua[- and E]KaroLTLE[8can hardly fail to elicit comparison with the passages in the treasure records.1 Since
this allusion to the Athena Parthenos exists in a public decree, what is the sense of
the passage? I would associate with this passage the following official designation of
a committee chosen to supervise repairs on the Athena Nike (I.G., 112, 403, lines 6-8)
V"VoTov^ 87') [O]v-[0v]EITrKVrC 7O
^,AOr)va] s
aya [A/a [,rogtrs
] ,UE'VOC
[06 7 q]EWCEV9ovp'
,r Ni,K7 ---.S
The restorations are certain. Since the form of the designation ol
?
is typical, and can be shown to be a parallel for the passage mentioning
ET
the Athena Parthenos, I would restore on analogy with that official title the passage
in lines 9-12, as follows:
112,

----]EV

1\

'5,

ESTE1r-

E

ov aXya,tXa

VTEL&I9 Ot/ E'I TCI)V E/ITUTKEV?)V r OV

[rog rov m3s 'A%3rvasmr3sEv rChCE]KaroLwE
n)tpr)(pEVOt

V7TrO ToVt

)1lkOV

KTX.].

According to this restoration the repairs concerned with the Athena Parthenos
occurred in 30413, and were of sufficient importance to warrant the passing of a
decree. Unfortunately the rest of the decree is lost, and it may not, after all, have
described the nature of the repairs. The theft of the Gorgoneion again comes to
mind, for it was separated from its place on the shield (cf. I.G., 112, 1388, B, lines
If the
xpvov]
52-53: [yopyOVELOV
[VEco])2
3viTapyvpov adTo r[] a"o-]
T7)g aiT o8
repairs are concernedonly with the statue itself, it is a possibility that the Gorgoneion
and the sliver of gold mentioned in the treasure-records were replaced in their proper
positions. Their separation from Athena may perhaps have received attention from
Demetrios, now resident for the winter of 304/3 (the time of the decree) in the
Parthenon, and annoyed not to be able to see "his sister" in full regalia.3 The
restoration of these pieces to their former positions would have been a pleasing little
attention on the part of Demetrios to his colleague in the Temple.
EUGENE SCHWEIGERT
Dinsmoor suspected without offering further proof that this passage referred to repairs on
the Athena Parthenos. See Archons of Athens, p. 37, note 2; A.J.A., XXXVIII, 1934, p. 96.
2The references are I.G., JJ2, 1388; 1393, 35; 1400, 53; 1401, 38; 1415, 22-23; 1421, 22;
1425, 251; 1428, 145; another piece from the shield in I.G., 112, 1423; 1425; 1428; 1429.
- Plutarch, Demnetrius,23-24.
1

